
AP Microeconomics – Kelemen 

 

Unit 2:  The Costs of Production & Firms in Competitive Markets 
This unit of microeconomics will explore how individual firms operate in the competitive free market in order to 

maximize their profits.  You will gain a better understanding of the decisions behind the supply curve.  All firms have 

specific methods to determine the quantity of output that serves their best interest in a free market.  Generally, these 

methods first involve calculating the costs of production.  These costs later influence the quantity a firm produces and the 

prices they charge.  You will learn to interpret how graphs like the one below illustrating the key idea that for firms to 

achieve profit maximization, they must produce at a point where their Marginal Cost (MC) is equal to their Marginal 

Revenue (MR).  Also, we will explore some real world application of these ideas to firms in the economy today. 

 

Suggested Reading & Vocabulary 
 

Chapter 13 - The Costs of Production 

Total Revenue, Economic Profit, Accounting Profit, Implicit Costs, Explicit Costs, Production Function, 

Marginal Product, Total Product, Average Product, Productivity, Law of Diminishing Marginal Returns, Fixed 

Costs (FC), Variable Costs (VC), Average Total Costs (ATC), Average Variable Costs (AVC), Economies of 

Scale, Diseconomies of Scale, Constant Returns to Scale, Long Run vs. Short ATC 

 

Chapter 14 - Firms in Competitive Markets 

Perfectly Competitive Market, Average Revenue, Marginal Revenue (MR), Marginal Costs (MC), Firm Shut 

Down/Exit Point, Sunk Costs, Ease of Entry/Exit into Market, Zero Profit, MC curve as the Supply Curve, 

Measuring Profit Graphically, Relationship of Market Demand to Firm Demand  

 

Assignments & Assessments 
Assignments: Assignments will typically ask you to individually or with a partner or group make real world connections 

to the theoretical topics discussed in class.  Assignments turned in on time can be revised to earn full credit, but late 

assignments may be penalized and cannot be revised. 

 

Multiple Choice Assessments:  Understanding of required material will be assessed with multiple choice questions 

drawn mainly from old AP exams that align with theories and concepts discussed in class.  Dates of multiple choice 

quizzes or tests will be announced at least a week before assessment takes place.  Revisions to earn back up to half the 

points lost within a week are allowed. 

 

Free Response Assessments:  Understanding of required material will be assessed with free response questions (FRQ) 

drawn mainly from old AP exams that align with theories and concepts discussed in class.  Dates of FRQ assessments will 

be announced at least a week before assessment takes place.  Revisions to earn back up to half the points lost within a 

week are allowed. 


